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Abstract—This paper describes a work in progress Virtual 

Reality (VR) based serious game, integrated with an 

algorithmic classification model for detecting stress during 

public speaking in real-time by analysing the speaker’s voice. 

The designed VR game offers real-time virtual social 

support/feedback for the training of public speaking skills. We 

developed a stress detection model that recognises the stress 

and an altered normal confident state based on 24 actors’ voice 

expressions from the Ryerson Audio-Visual Database of 

Emotional Speech and Song (RAVDESS). Three different 

classifiers models were constructed for each actor by 

extracting and identifying overall significant voice features. 

The results show that random forest classification using 

features Amplitude Envelope (AE), Root-Mean-Square (RMS) 

and Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCCs) provides 

high accuracy for detection of stress, while many more features 

can possibly be explored.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Public speaking is considered as a vital skill [1]. It has 
several benefits to individuals at various levels, such as 
rapport building and networking in professional as well as 
social contexts. Stress reaction is the predominant functional 
state of the speaker during public speaking [2]. Some level of 
stress is beneficial for optimal performance, however high 
levels of stress lead to fatigue and reduced performance. 
Detecting features to recognise stress in real-time during 
public speaking is a complex and challenging problem to be 
solved, as it is a phenomenon which results in various 
physiological changes such as increased heart rate and blood 
pressure as well as changes in voice/breathing patterns [3]. 
Stress can be reduced by participating in training programs 
as well as receiving social support [4].  

We propose a virtual reality (VR) based game combined 
with a real-time stress detection model and offer feedback to 
the speaker for improving public speaking skills. 

In this paper, our main contributions are as follows: 

• This work presents the idea of a real-time stress 
detection model from voice, using VR to provide 
real-time social support/feedback for improving 
public speaking skills.  

• We found voice features with significant differences 
specifically indicative of stress, such as Amplitude 
Envelope (AE), Root-Mean-Square (RMS) and Mel-
Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCCs). 

• We selected the following classifiers: random forest, 
K-nearest neighbor (KNN) and Support Vector 
Machines (SVM) to test and train them with voice 

features indicative of stress to conceptualise the 
implementation. The results show that the random 
forest model detects stress in voice better than the 
other two classification models for each of 24 actors 
in the sample database (RAVDESS).  

II. BACKGROUND AND EMOTION DETECTION 

VR is described as a human-to-computer interface 
determined to fully immerse users in a simulated 
environment. It provides a safe space for human-computer 
interactions for various purposes such as training [5]. VR 
has also been utilised for improving interpersonal skills [6], 
which includes public speaking [7]. Stress can be detected 
by conducting public speaking tasks in a laboratory 
environment [8]. This can also increase the accessibility to 
the training needed for public speaking skills in an 
immersive environment without the need to organise real 
audience for practice sessions. 

 
For this purpose, a real-time voice analysis stress 

detection model can be developed and integrated into VR. In 
general, voice features can be extracted from a recorded 
voice sample. The time domain features such as intensity, 
maximum amplitude can be extracted and interpreted. 
Spectral features such as fundamental frequency (F0) and 
formants can be obtained by converting the time-based 
signal into the frequency domain using Fourier Transform 
[9, 10]. The combination of spectral and time-domain 
features is known as prosodic features. These features can 
be used to detect emotions from speech signals. It has been 
reported that emotions such as anger, fear, anxiety, 
happiness, or surprise, which are considered to be high 
arousal emotions, result in increased intensity as well as a 
high mean F0 [11].  

 

Various algorithms have been used to detect affective 
states from voice features extracted from an audio signal by 
using various machine learning algorithms. Among the most 
common machine learning algorithms are Gaussian Mixture 
Model (GMM) [12, 13], Hidden Markov Model (HMM) 
[14], Support Vector Machines (SVM) [15], Artificial 
Neural Networks (ANN) [16] and Deep Neural Network 
(DNN) [17, 18]. However, minimal research has been 
carried out to analyse stress in the context of real-time 
public speaking [19]. Furthermore, previous studies have 
only attempted to discover the effect of a virtual audience on 
emotions such as anxiety and fear, but not stress, by 
utilizing VR for public speaking [20 -24]. These studies lack 
clear evidence on how the virtual audience was trained to 
detect the speaker’s affective state and give feedback in VR 
environment. Most importantly, there is also no evidence of 
using machine learning algorithms for real-time audio and 
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voice analysis to detect affective state such as stress during 
public speaking in VR. 
 

III. ONGOING WORK ON PROPOSED VR-BASED SERIOUS 

GAME FOR PUBLIC SPEAKING 

A. Virtual Environment 

The VR based serious game prototype is being 
developed using the Unity game engine (Fig. 1). The public 
speaking auditorium includes a virtual audience capable of 
offering three different types of feedback: positive, negative, 
and neutral. 

 

 
Fig. 1. VR Auditorium setup for the public speaking training game 

The stress detection model implemented in VR will 
identify the excessive negative stress that hinders the 
optimal performance during public speaking by analysing 
the speaker’s voice in real-time. The emotional reaction of 
the virtual audience will depend on the performance of the 
speaker, which is judged by the level of stress detected from 
the voice of the speaker in real-time during public speaking. 
To make the setup more realistic, various subsets of the 
audience are programmed to give different feedback at 
different times. The game can be played in two different 
modes: training mode, which provides encouraging 
feedback when high levels of stress are detected, and 
competitive mode, which assigns a score to the speaker and 
provides positive or negative feedback according to the 
speaker’s performance based on detected stress level. 

B. Behaviours of Virtual Audience  

One group of the audience may show neutral behaviour 
by not showing any interest (no smiling, not paying 
attention or appreciation). Another subset of the audience 
may also appear neutral by displaying signs of laziness or 
boredom by turning their heads towards to left and right. 
Others can indicate neutral behaviour through a display of 
sleepiness by yawning and assuming a dull body with 
smiles, happiness and nodding of heads in approval.   

Next, a subset of the audience starts to boo the speaker 
in different ways. For example, the audience could show 
thumbs down, make noise and angry faces between each act 
of booing. Furthermore, when running the game in 
competitive mode, there will be a visual board similar to the 
“rock meter” in the guitar hero [25] games, showing the 
performance and score of the player according to the 
detected stress levels. Players’ scores are saved in a 
leaderboard for ranking purposes as well as for tracking a 
player’s progress. 

         

Fig. 2. A virtual audience in the front row is showing positive, negative, 
unattentive behaviour, respectively.  

C. Machine Learning Model Development   

In order to develop an initial model for the detection of 
stress in real-time during public speaking, we chose the 

Ryerson Audio-Visual Database of Emotional Speech and 
Song (RAVDESS) [26]. The database contains 24 
professional actors (12 males and 12 females) speaking two 
lexically different statements in seven different emotions 
(calm, happy, sad, angry, fearful, surprise and disgust). Each 
speech expression was produced with a normal, strong and 
neutral level of emotional intensity. We downloaded a total 
of 1440 available speech files of all the actors with 60 trials 
per actor. While our aim is not to classify the original 
emotions contained in the database, it can still be 
meaningful to classify neutral (i.e., calm) and an altered 
emotional state (i.e., fearful) for acted by all actors, as the 
latter with normal emotional intensity can be considered, 
similar to stress, while the former can be considered 
confident, for our purposes. 

D. Feature Extraction  

For our work, we used the Librosa python package [27] 
for analysing the features of respective confident and 
stressed states for all 24 actors.    

 
We began by extracting time-domain features such as 

amplitude envelope (AE), root-mean-square (RMS) and 
zero-crossing rate (ZCR).  We then extracted frequency 
domain features such as spectral centroid (SC), spectral-
bandwidth (SB) and spectral rolloff (SR). Additionally, we 
decided to extract spectral feature, i.e., Mel-frequency 
cepstral coefficients (MFCCs).  

 
Following extraction of features, we conducted a t-Test 

assuming unequal variance for two samples obtained for 
each extracted voice feature. We formed the following 
hypotheses and rejection criteria, and the results are 
summarised in Fig. 3.  

 
H0: There is no significant difference between respective 
actor’s normal calm (confident) and normal fearful 
(stressed) voices for the extracted feature.  
H1: There is a significant difference between respective 
actor’s normal calm (confident) and normal fearful 
(stressed) voices for the extracted feature. 
 
Reject Criteria: Reject H0 if p-value < 0.05 
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Fig. 3. The orange boxes indicate significant difference (p-value <0.05)  

between respective actor’s normal calm (confident) and normal 
fearful (stressed) voice’s extracted features and black boxes show 
non-significant difference (p-value >0.05) for the same, where AE = 
Amplitude Envelope, RMS = Root-Mean-Square, ZCR = Zero-
Crossing Rate, SC = Spectral Centroid, SB = Spectral-bandwidth, SR 
= Spectral rolloff and MFCCs = Mel-Frequency Cepstral 
Coefficients.  

Results (Fig. 4.) indicate that Actor 1, Actor 15, 
Actor 16, Actor 17 and Actor 18 are a few of the actors 
in the dataset who showed significant differences 
between their normal calm (confident) and normal 
fearful (stressed) voice’s extracted features for AE, 
RMS, MFCCs, ZCR and SB except for Actor 9 and 
Actor 24. While most of the other actors have a 
significant difference between four or less extracted 
voice features.  

 

Fig. 4. Total number of features showed a significant difference for each 
actor 

E. Feature Selection  

Fig. 5. indicate that MFCCs, RMS and AE showed a 
significant difference highest number of times. Furthermore, 
these three features were also significant for Actor 1, Actor 
15, Actor 16, Actor 17 and Actor 18, who showed the most 
significant difference between their normal calm (confident) 
and normal fearful (stressed) vocal expressions. Therefore, 
we selected the MFCCs, RMS, AE to train and test various 
algorithms. 

 

Fig. 5. MFCCs = 23%, RMS = 18%, AE = 16% showed significant 
difference percentage respectively  

F. Training and testing of model development  

Different machine learning algorithms exist for the 
classification of emotions and affective states from voice. 
We decided to begin our conceptualisation and work with 
Random Forest classification algorithms, K-nearest 
neighbor (KNN) algorithm and Support Vector Machines 
(SVM). We kept 70% of the data for training and 30% for 
testing for each actor’s voice data sample.  
 

 
Fig. 6. Comparison of random forest, KNN and SVM for detection of 

stress levels for each of the actor. Overall accuracy of random forest = 
82%, KNN = 77.39% , SVM =57.80%  

IV. ONGOING RESULTS  

In our ongoing work, up until now, we have developed 
the basic VR game set-up for public speaking, which 
includes a virtual audience able to provide social 
support/feedback. To develop a stress detection model, we 
also explored the RAVDESS database, began with 
extracting various time-domain features such as zero- 
crossing rate (ZCR), root-mean-square (RMS) and 
amplitude envelope (AE). We further extracted frequency 
domain features such as spectral centroid (SC), spectral 
bandwidth (SB) and spectral rolloff (SR). Spectral features 
such as Mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCCs) were 
also extracted later for all the 24 actor’s voice samples for 
neutral calm voice (confident) and normal fearful voice 
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(stressed). After the extraction of voice features for all the 
24 actors, we performed t-Test assuming unequal variance. 
The results indicate that different features showed 
significant differences for each actor’s vocal expression. 
However, the most common voice features which showed 
significant difference were root-mean-square (RMS), 
amplitude envelope (AE) and Mel-frequency cepstral 
coefficients (MFCCs). We next selected few algorithms 
such as random forest, KNN and SVM to train and test the 
classifiers for detection and classification of stress from 
extracted voice features. Furthermore, since we also played 
with some of the voice features, the accuracy percentage 
changed a little bit. The results showed that random forest 
(accuracy 82%) outperformed KNN (accuracy 77.39%) and 
SVM (accuracy 57.80%) with an increased accuracy of 5% 
and 24% more for detection of stress with features including 
RMS, AE and MFCCs.  

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

This paper proposes a serious VR game integrated with a 
real-time stress detection model by analysing voice during 
public speaking to provide real-time virtual social 
support/feedback for training public speaking skills. The 
developed stress detection model will be integrated into the 
VR game’s virtual audience using reinforcement learning 
techniques. Based on the stress levels detected from the 
analysis of specific audio features in the speaker’s voice, 
which is done without any attempt at understanding the 
content and meaning of the actual speech, the virtual 
audience in the game will provide social support (in training 
mode) and appropriate, realistic feedback (in competitive 
mode) to train users and make them feel more comfortable 
in a real public speaking situation. Additionally, the project 
outcomes would also contribute to advancing research on 
integrating emotion detection models into the designs of 
intelligent and automated virtual agents in VR. We are 
currently setting up additional experiments to work with 
more actor speeches in order to carefully study the most 
relevant features for the classification of the stressed and 
neutral confident speech.   
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